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Abstract: - In this paper we describe the visual environment for learning the basics of computer science: the
binary, octal and hexadecimal numeration systems and the rules of storing the information in the computers
memory. The software package is an interactive programming environment with graphical user interface that
has user friendly interface and logic of usage. It offers all of the essential functions needed to understand the
basics of binary, octal and hexadecimal numeration systems, the conversion between these systems and
arithmetical operation with numbers in these numeration systems. The software offers also options needed to
understand the two’s complement code, the floating point numbers single and double precision. Another option
of the software is for on-line testing of the students. This option can be use both for evaluation and selfevaluation. The software package is implemented in Java language.
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Teaching computers to novices has proven to be
a challenge for both teachers and students. Many
students find the computers programming module
difficult and disheartening and this could have an
impact on their attitude to software development
throughout the course and as a career choice. For
staff involved in teaching computers programming it
can also be very disheartening when student
apparently fail to understand and be able to use even
the basic data structures. This happen because the
students can’t understand how the information is
stored in memory. They cannot “think” like a
computer, in binary system and cannot make a
connection between binary system and the voltage
levels (0 and 5 V) used in computers hardware
devices. For students who are beginners in
computers science it is difficult to think in binary or
hexadecimal system. These difficulties have
prompted researchers to investigate tools and
approaches that may ease the difficulty of teaching
and learning data in computer memory [4].
In this paper is described an educational software
useful for a better understanding of binary and
hexadecimal numeration system, complementary
code for storing integers in memory, the floating
point used for real numbers and the rules of storing
characters in memory. The software allows also an
option for understanding the arithmetical operation
with numbers in binary, octal and hexadecimal
system.

1 Introduction
Today, the computers are used in many areas,
including in education, from the elementary school
to the universities. The purpose of using computers
in education can be realized by using new didactical
teaching methods based on educational software that
is programs useful in teaching-learning process [1]
[2] and [3].
The CBL type systems (Computer Based
Learning) are used in universities from the entire
world. For instance, at Dundee University, Scotland,
UK [2] a CBL system is integrated part in the
courses from the first two years in computers field.
These courses present the students the objectoriented programming, data structures and
algorithms.
The advantages of using computers in education
are obviously: the students have the possibility to
interact with virtual environment, this method being
preferred in comparison with lecturing of a classic
material. By using the computer in didactical
activity the learning productivity is increased: the
necessary information is faster and accurate
obtained, process and sends, by eliminate
unnecessary time delay. It can be showing to the
student some information which is inaccessible
otherwise: dynamic diagrams, moving images,
sounds.
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2.2. System design

2 The informatics system design and
implementation

The conceptual modelling allows the identification
of the most important concepts for informatics
system [6]. The sequence diagrams [7] for this
software was made with Argo-UML 0.24. The
sequence diagrams are used primarily to show the
interactions between objects in the sequential order
that those interactions occur. In fig 2 are illustrated
two sequence diagrams for the software. The class
diagram is show in fig. 3.

2.1 System analysis
The informatics system will be described in a
clear and concise manner and will be presented the
use-cases, using UML [5]. In fig. 1 is shown the
use-case diagram. Each use case is a sequence of
related transactions performed by an actor and the
system in a dialogue.

Fig. 1 The use-case diagram

Fig. 2. The sequence diagrams
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software elements. The diagram is show in fig. 4
and describes the collection of the main
components.

2.3. The component diagram
The component diagram allow to view the system is
divided and the dependencies between the modules.
The components diagram focus on the physical

Fig. 3 The components diagram
{ return s;
}
public void conv(int base, int n)
{ if (n>0)
{ conv(base,n/base);
s=s+String.valueOf(n%base);
} else s="";
}
public RealNumber(String s)
{n=Float.parseFloat(s);
s="";sf="";
}
float getNumber()
{return n;
}
void setNumber(float nn)
{n=nn;
}
String getNumberS()
{ return s;
}
void convi(int base, int n)
{ if (n>0)
{ convi(base,n/base);
si=si+String.valueOf(n%base);
} else si=""; }
void convf(int base, float n)
{ if (n!=0.0&&sf.length()<24)

It was implements also a lot of classes of which are
presented two classes: IntNumber and
FloatNumber. These classes are derived from the
class Number which is one of the main classes of
the software package.
public class IntNumber {
private int n;
private String s;
public IntNumber()
{ n=0;
s="";
}
public IntNumber(int nn)
{ n=nn;
s=""; }
public IntNumber(String s)
{ n=Integer.parseInt(s);
s="";
}
int getNumber()
{ return n;
}
void setNumber(int nn)
{ n=nn;
}
String getNumberS()
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{float p=n*base;
sf=sf+String.valueOf(p).substring(0,1)
;
System.out.println(p);
if (p>=1)n=p-base+1;
else n=p;
System.out.println(n);
convf(base,n);
}
}
public void conv(int base)
{ int x;float y;
String temp=String.valueOf(n);
int poz=temp.indexOf('.');
String sint=temp.substring(0, poz);
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String
sfrac="0."+temp.substring(poz+1,
temp.length());
x=Integer.valueOf(sint);
y=Float.valueOf(sfrac);
System.out.println(x+" "+y);
convi(base,x);
convf(base,y);
s=si+sf;
}

The class diagram for the main classes of the
application is show in fig. 4

Fig. 4. The class diagram

3. Description
tutorial

of

the

allows visualization step by step for the mode that is
used to convert a number from the decimal system
to a binary one, octal or hexadecimal system these
being actually the numeration systems used in
computers science. The graphical user interface that
indicates these steps is presented in figure 6. The
student could input any number in decimal and than
using the button „Run conversion” it could be
seeing the steps needed to fulfil the conversion. To
put into effect the animation it was used class
Thread.

interactive

The application was implemented in Java using
NetBeans platform. The graphical user interface for
this application is presented in figure 5. Using main
menu for the application you could select the main
options that are available.
From the menu „Conversion between numeration
systems” it could be selected one of the chosen
conversion. The first option „Conversion from
decimal to binary, octal or hexadecimal system”
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Fig. 5. The main Graphical User Interface
But not every number can be written with a finite
number of digits in binary system. If the number
obtains in the numeration system that you chose
don’t have a finite number of digits at the fractional
part it will be represent at the outside 24 from those.
Such a situation is presented in fig. 7. In this case
the students can see that the digits obtained at the
fractional part are random and do not follow any
rule.

This algorithm for the conversion could be seen
with the speed for the animation slow or faster by
selecting one. Also the visualization could be
stopped and than restarted. Every step is explained
into a panel. In the figure 6 is introduced a number
that could be represented in a binary on a finite
number of fractional digits. After obtaining the each
digit the application stopped a number of
milliseconds that depends of the animation speed
selected. In this way the students could understand
better the transformation process.

The digits already
selected are grey

The digits that will be
selected are orange

Fig. 6. The Graphical User Interface for conversion from decimal to binary system
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inverted order and by selecting the digits obtained at
the fractional part in directed order. At the end of
the transformation process into a panel could see the
whole number transformed, like in fig. 6 and 7.

There are cases where the digits obtained at the
fractional part are periodical like in fig. 8. In the fig.
6 and 7 could see also how the number is being built
by selecting the digits obtain at the integer part in an

Fig. 7. The GUI for conversion from decimal to binary system. The fractional digits obtained not follow any
rule

Fig. 8. The GUI for conversion from decimal to hexadecimal system. The fractional digits obtained are
periodical
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That is possible because exists the
correspondence from the digits of the hexadecimals
base and the one for the binary base showed into a
panel. That correspondence could be used in the
process of direct conversion.
The application gives also the possibility to
convert a number from hexadecimal base into a
binary base, the graphical user interface being
similar whit that one presented into the figure 9.

Another option from the main menu of the
application demonstrates to the students how it
could convert the number from the binary system in
hexadecimal system or inverse. That graphical user
interface is presented in figure 9. It could be observe
that the students have the opportunity to see how
that number could be converted directly from the
binary base into a hexadecimal base without using
the decimal base.

Fig. 9. The Graphical User Interface for conversion from binary to hexadecimal
refers to the store for the real numbers in floating
point simple precision, respective double precision.
In the figure 10 it could be seen the rules for
physical store in the memory for the integer
numbers.

Another option of the software, which could be
selected from the main menu, is for the visualization
of the rule for physical store of the numbers into
memory. First option refers to the integer numbers
stored in complementary code, and the next two

Fig. 10. The Graphical User Interface for showing the complement of two code for integers
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that reason it will be presented only one of them and
that is the one for the physical store of the numbers
in floating point simple precision. The graphical
user interface for that option is presented in figure
11 for floating point simple precision and in fig. 12
for floating point double precision.
It could be observed that, as well as in the case for
the other options, exist the opportunity to
performing the algorithm with a chosen speed for
the animation. It could be stopped and than restart
the animation if necessary.
Another option of the software package is for
illustrating how are performed the arithmetic
operation in the memory. The main arithmetic
operation is summing. The graphical user interface
for this operation is presented in fig. 13.
Another option of the main menu of application
is for illustrating the rules for physical storing of
characters in computers memory. The students can
input a character, select the code (ASCII or
UNICODE), and then is show the code both in
binary or hexadecimal system.

The students can input any number between
[-231,231-1]. Also they could select from a
jComboBox component the domain to performing
chosen (8, 16 or 32 bits). Like the option presented
before, by using the button „Run algorithm” it could
be visualize step by step how the integer number is
being stored in the memory. In fig. 10 was choosing
for demonstration a negative number. After each
obtained digit and after each step of algorithm the
application is stopped a while and then is restarted
for a better understanding of obtaining the
complement of two code.
Next options from the menu „Storing numbers in
computer memory” show how it makes the store for
a real number in the memory. There are two options,
one for the store in floating point simple precision
and another for the store in floating point double
precision.
IEEE Standard 754 floating point is the most
common representation today for real numbers on
computers, including Intel-based PC's, Macintoshes,
and most Unix platforms.
The two options from the menu are alike, the
difference is the number of digits and because of

Fig. 11. The Graphical User Interface for showing the IEEE floating point standard single precision
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Fig. 12. The Graphical User Interface for showing the IEEE floating point standard single precision

Fig. 13. The Graphical User Interface for summing numbers in binary system
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4. Conclusions and future work
By using computer assisted learning the efficiency
of learning is increased. There are some subjects in
fundamentals of computer science like those
presented in this software that are very difficult to
learn and understand for some students. By using
educational software these concepts are showing to
the students in an attractive way, visually using
animation and having the opportunity to interact
with the application [12].
The best option is to use graphical and interactive
interface of the software in two ways. On one hand,
these software help the teacher in the classroom,
while on the other hand, the students can work and
experiment with them making their own examples,
out the classroom [8] [10].
The software presented here was used for the
students in Computer science from the first year of
study. It was a…
Finally, as a future work, we continue developing
the software in different areas of computer science.
We will introduce an option for on-line evaluating
of the students. This option will be used also for
self-evaluating by the students.
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